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Ch...ch...changes

New VP Eun-Woo Chang brings new goals
By Joe Biocco
Reporter

On August 14, 2014, former Dean
of Science, Engineering and Mathematics of Montgomery College, Dr.
Eun-Woo Chang replaced Dr. Donald
“Guy” Generals as the new Vice President for Academic Affairs at Mercer.
In an interview with The
VOICE, Dr. Chang said he began his
career studying chemistry. He explained that one of his first chemistry teachers was “scary.” He went
on to say that the teacher “wanted to
show the students that he was a tough
teacher and that chemistry is not easy.
I was not really comfortable about it.”
He thought about going to
medical school or becoming a pilot,
but decided in the end that he did
want to pursue chemistry: “So someday I would come back to that high
school and tell that teacher I’m better than you at chemistry.” Dr. Chang
said, laughing.
Dr. Chang grew up in South
Korea and attended Yeungnam University. In his junior year, he moved to
America to continue his studies at the
advice of his brother.
Lacking confidence in his
English, Dr. Chang decided to get his
master’s degree in chemistry at what

he described as a remote location:
Minnesota State University.
After that he continued his
studies and received his Ph.D. at the
University of California, Los Angeles,
choosing it over U.C. Berkeley and
University of Illinois at ChampaignUrbana, which are top schools, because, as he says: “I thought I could
get married to Koreans, because there
is a huge Korean community there.
But in the end, I married a Chinese
from Hong Kong.” He and his wife
have now been married for 26 years.
Prior to his administrative
position at Montgomery College, Dr.
Chang was program director in the
Division of Undergraduate Education
for the National Science Foundation.
He was also a professor of chemistry at Truckee Meadows Community
College, in Reno, Nevada for 17 years.
		
Dr. Chang eventually kickstarted his administrative career by taking a leadership position at
Truckee Meadows, which led him on
to the Faculty Senate. There he led a
faculty group for four years.
After a one year fellowship
for the American Council on Education (ACE) at the College of Southern
Nevada, Dr. Chang was asked by the
See VICE PRESIDENT page 6
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Transgender panel succeeds despite vandalism
By Staff of The College VOICE
& Maia Seals
Reporters
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Discussion panel on transgender issues hosted by William Paterson on April 16, 2015. From left: moderator and organizer
Dr. Leonard Winogora, Mercer Prof. of English Diane Rizzo, William Paterson Chair of Women’s and Gender Studies
Arlene Holpp Scala, Mercer Prof. of Sociology Daniel Schermond, and Rutgers grad and trans advocate Jamie DiNicola.
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Including panelists, 20 people
attended a transgender issues
panel held at Mercer in SC 104
on April 16, 2015 despite the
fact that fliers announcing it
were torn down and found in
trash cans.
According
to
the
event’s coordinator Dr. Leonard Winogora, Mercer’s Advisor and On-Site Coordinator for
William Paterson University, he
received permission from SGA
to post the fliers and put up as
many as 50 on Monday, April
13 only to arrive the following
morning and discover that most
had been torn down.

Big Easy serves best soul food in
Trenton.
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“When I came back next morning, around 9am, they were
gone. Later I found some of
them in the trash can outside
the LA building,” Winogora told
The VOICE.
He says he responded
by notifying college administrators and SGA and quickly working to print more of the green
fliers and post them.
However, he says, “The
day of the event some of the
new flyers we had distributed
for the second time had been
covered by other flyers.”
When asked if he knew
the reason behind the vandalism, Winogora said “Someone
doesn’t have sense of commu-
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English Professor Fran Davidson at her new home in South Carolina
where she has retired after 30 years.
By Ashlea Frampton
Reporter

English Professor Fran Davidson is retiring at the end of this
semester after 30 years of service to Mercer. She began as a
part-time adjunct instructor
back in 1985, and went on to
work in Developmental Education. She was then hired as a
full-time English professor, and
was well known for teaching the
poetry seminars. Prior to coming to Mercer she had taught
in both private and public high
schools.
Immediately
after
graduating from Douglass
Women’s College, which is now
a part of Rutgers University,
Professor Davidson moved with
her husband to New Orleans,
where she taught her first class:
Modern American Poetry. In
an interview with The VOICE
she described going to the Tulane University Library to learn
about modern poets.
“Poetry was really exploding into new areas—this
would have been in the 70s. Not
too long ago, I came across my
notes from those early years
and it was interesting to read

through them. That’s sort of
my first love—poetry. I’m glad
I was able to end my career at
Mercer doing the same thing.”
Davidson told The VOICE.
Her current project --her last
one before she’s officially retired-- is adapting the Honors
Poetry class so it can also be offered an online course.
Rachel Levitt, a second-year Women’s and Gender
Studies major at Mercer, says
she was “biggest fan of poetry”
before taking Prof. Davidson’s
class, but the class shifted her
perspective.
“[Prof. Davidson] will
be missed. No one else could
teach poetry the way she does.”
Levitt says.
For second-year Liberal Arts major, Axel Ortiz, what
stood out about Davidson’s
poetry class was: “the way she
encouraged her students --and
I’m only speaking from our
poetry class-- to ‘listen’ to the
text. We all come with different
experiences so we’re all gonna
have varied reactions to different poems, so it was all about
what words spoke to us, and
why.”
Prof. Davidson says it
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From The College VOICE vaults, retiring Prof. Fran Davidson with her Honors Poetry class in 2011. She was
one of the first faculty members to teach in the Honors program.
took her time to grow to truly
love teaching, but now, having
been out of the classroom and
moved in to her new home in
South Carolina, she says: “it was
like losing a piece of my identity
when I stopped [teaching].”
Prof. Davidson explains that her connection to
students has been one of the
most meaningful aspects of career.
“I’ve enjoyed developing friendships with students
over the years… It’s hard because you naturally lose touch
after they leave.” However, she
says she has kept in touch with
some students over the years,
including several of her international students--one in Germany, one in Brazil. Students
like Axel Ortiz have gone on to
share some of their own poetry
with her since taking her class.
Prof. Davidson’s colleagues have warm memories
of her time at Mercer.
Marge Archer, the Student Advocate for Liberal Arts
and an adjunct in the English
department who has substi-

tuted for Prof. Davidson in the
past, and says that “she loved
working with international students in English Composition
classes. She loved helping students in any way possible, and
now loves being a grandmother
for the first time!”
Prof. Jack Tabor, a fellow English Department faculty
member, remembers that Prof.
Davidson was on his hiring
committee eight years ago, and
says she was “such a wonderful
colleague who did really good
work. She was smart, kind, and
generous with her students. Of
all the faculty members, she
had a sensitivity to the world
around her--and such graciousness. When she announced her
retirement, I was like, ‘No! You
can’t leave!’”
In considering the
changes at Mercer in the last 30
years, Prof. Davidson says she
sees great potential in the new
crop of professors, including
the part-time instructors who
teach the majority of classes in
the English and Foreign Languages department.

“We have got a really
fine adjunct faculty here, many
of whom I’ve gotten to know
personally.” Davidson says.
Prof. Davidson and her
husband Don, a retired lawyer,
moved to South Carolina to be
closer to one of their two sons
and his family, including their
first grandchild, Wesley, who
was born in December. With
her new free time she says she
plans to travel more --her other
son lives in Prague-- go hiking,
and perhaps take some classes
in Art History.
Don Davidson told The
VOICE, “Fran misses her old life
and friends at Mercer, but is loving being only 15 minutes from
baby Wesley. She is also working daily on her sabbatical project and can’t wait to teach her
poetry course on line.”
She also looks forward
to “reading again—just picking up novels!” As she puts it:
“It was my friends who weren’t
teachers [who] would ask, ‘have
you read this really great book?’
and I’d say ‘no I haven’t gotten
to it yet!’”

Coach Kerins helps baseball team continue to thrive
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Mercer’s head baseball coach Kevin Kerins.
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By Dan O’Mara
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RETIRING: President Dr. Patricia Donohue
Making good on her promise to spend more time with family, Dr. Donohue steps down
By Ousman Joof
Reporter

Mercer’s President, Dr. Patricia Donohue, is retiring at the
end of this year after eight and
a half years leading the college
and 49 years as an educator. She
says she is headed to Florida to
spend more time with family.
In a recent interview
with The VOICE Dr. Donohue
said one of her central focuses
during her time at Mercer was
the expansion of the Trenton
Campus. The entire first floor
of the main building was refurbished and two new science
labs were added. A new student
lounge, welcome center and
student activities office were
also added.
Mercer also bought the
building across the street, for
the Fashion Design program.
Another initiative of
Dr. Donohue’s was establishing the Office of the First 30.
She explained to The VOICE
that the program was created
so that students transitioning
from high school would have
coaches to help them achieve
success.
Dr. Donohue described
one of her favorite parts of being Mercer’s president saying:
“My reward every year is a graduation and shaking hands with
all of those smiling students
all of ages, who are thrilled to
be achieving this part of their
dream”.
At a speech on April 14,
2015 given in Spring into Student Success at Mercer Oaks
Gina Migliaccio, an education
major who plans to graduate
this spring, told those in attendance, “The SGA executive
board congratulates Dr. Donohue on her successful career,
and wishes her the best in her
retirement.”

Dr. Diane Campbell,
the Executive Dean for Student
Affairs added her own thoughts,
saying “I think [Dr. Donohue] is
a great ambassador for Mercer
and I certainly wish her well as
she goes about the next stages
in her life”.
When asked what she
thought of Dr. Donohue’s contributions as president of the
college, Gianna Durso-Finley,
a Professor of Sociology and
Assistant Dean of American
Honors told The VOICE: “Dr.
Donohue has been a dynamic
President for Mercer during a
time of significant changes at
the college. She was powerful
advocate for the college, to the
community, and she mentored
many people within the college
as well. We will miss her leadership”
When asked to describe Dr. Donohue’s legacy,
John Simone, Assistant Dean of
Student Services and Director
of Athletics to The VOICE: “Dr.
Donohue is going to have some
time to enjoy her retirement
and do some things. I’m sorry
to see her go, she really been an
excellent President, she been an
excellent leader, she had great
vision, and she supported the
college nationally and locally.”
The person who has
perhaps worked most closely
with Dr. Donohue these past
eight years is Diane Badessa,
her Executive Assistant. She
said of that experience: “I enjoyed working with Dr. Donohue...She is very involved in
activities and the community
for the betterment of the College and its students. After 49
years of working in education
she has, as she says ‘earned the
right to retire.’ I know she plans
on traveling and enjoying time
with her family and grandchildren, and I wish her the very
best.”

As for who will be selected to be the next president
of the college, the selection process is longer and more elaborate than hiring a regular staff or
faculty member.
The Mercer board of
trustees first had to set up a
presidential search committee
and hired an outside consultant agency --the Pauly Group
of Springfield, Illinois-- to get
things organized and ensure
resumes were gathered from
people who would be good candidates.
The search committee
included 24 people, including
representatives from the faculty
and faculty union, the staff, the
board of trustees, the Foundation Board and community
leaders and two students. The
chair of the committee is the
former chair of the board of
trustees, Mark Matzen.
All of the members
gave suggestions on the qualifications they would like the next
president to have. Once that
was done the search committee
and consultant went through
the applications of the candidates and had interviews with 8
possible future presidents. After
conducting the interviews the
group was narrowed down to
three candidates who were announced on April 8, 2015.
The three presidential
finalists are: Dr. Louis T. Manzione, Dean of the College of
Engineering, Technology, and
Architecture at the University
of Hartford in West Hartford,
Conn.; Dr. Matthew Reed, Vice
President for Academic Affairs
at Holyoke Community College in Holyoke, Mass.; and Dr.
Jianping Wang, Vice President
of Academic Affairs at Ocean
County Community College in
Toms River, N.J.
The three finalists will
come to campus to meet and

Presidential Search Finalists:
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In just a few weeks Dr. Patricia Donohue will retire, turning over her corner
office to an incoming president yet to be selected. Dr. Donhue was Mercer’s first
female president. She served for eight and a half years.

interact with students, faculty
and staff.
According to Pauly
Group’s information on the
MCCC website, once the last of
the candidates has had a chance
to see the campus and interact
with everyone at Mercer, the
committee will convene and
conduct the final selection and
negotiation with the successful candidate. The goal time for
that to occur was this week, but
since Dr. Reed won’t be coming
to campus until next week, the
timeline has clearly shifted.

More details about the
Presidential Search and how
the process work of picking the
new president can be found at
mccc.edu/welcome_jobs_pres.
shtml
When asked what advice she has for the next president of Mercer, Dr. Donohue
said she would advise him or
her to: “really engage with the
people who are here, learn what
is going on at the school, the
strength and capacity of the institution. Then set the vision for
the future.”

Finalists’ campus visit schedule
Dr. Louis T. Manzione was on the
West Windsor Campus on Tuesday April 21st from 10:30 until
4pm and on the Trenton Campus on Monday April 20th from
3pm until 4pm.

Dr. Louis T. Manzione

Dr. Jianping Wang

Dr. Matthew Reed

FAST FACT: The only candidate
coming from a four rather than
two-year college background,
Manzione, came to higher
education after decades
working in the private sector,
most recently for Bell Labs.
He holds a Ph.D. in Chemical
Engineering from Princeton.

FAST FACT: With a Masters from
Harvard’s School of Ed and a
Ph.D from UC Santa Barbara,
Wang has worked at three
community colleges, most
recently as at Ocean County
Community College in NJ. She
began her education in China
and has a focus on STEM.

FAST FACT: Passed over for
president at several other
colleges in the past few years,
Reed, a cum laud graduate
of Williams College (‘90) and
Political Science Ph.D. from
Rutgers (‘97) is a finalist in
two other community college
presidential searches this year.

Dr. Jianping Wang will be on the
West Windsor Campus on Tuesday April 30th from 10:30 until
4pm and on the Trenton Campus on Monday April 29th from
3pm until 4pm.
Dr. Matthew Reed will be on the
West Windsor Campus on Tuesday May 5th from 10:30 until
4pm and on the Trenton Campus on Monday May 4th from
3pm until 4pm.
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New Vice President sets ambitious agenda
Continued from page 1
program’s president to serve as
Dean of Math and Sciences. It
was then that Dr. Chang decided to move towards education
administration.
When Dr. Chang was
first introduced to Mercer,
President Dr. Patricia C. Donohue said, as stated in the MCCC
News, that “Dr. Chang brings
with him years of experience as
a leader in higher education, as
well as innovative ideas that will
help us expand our mission of
creating greater opportunities
for learning and student success.”
Dr. Chang told The
VOICE that his approach and
goals for Mercer are to make “a
few bold moves.”
First, he has pushed
back the starting date for the
fall term to August 29, which is
a week later than the semester
used to begin. The winter term
will begin January 4, 2016 (December 21 for online classes).
These dates coincide with other
community colleges in the area.
“Students are still
working during the summer, so
they cannot start earlier” says
Dr. Chang. “We want to see if the
enrollment is going to be better
with this structure or not.”
Dr. Chang has also
changed the tuition refund
policies. Previously, if a stu-

dent wishes to receive a refund
on their tuition, they had to request the day before the term
begins.
“It did not appeal to
me,” Dr. Chang said. He has
changed the refund policy so
that students can receive a 100
percent refund for the first week
of a 15 week course and for
shorter courses a full refund after the first two days of the term.
Dr. Chang pointed out
a common issue, saying: “you
don’t know who the instructor
is and sometimes you have to
have a match between the faculty and student. Even though
the faculty is very good, they
may not be your style.” The new
plan gives students the opportunity to switch between available professors if they need to.
Work conflicts are another reason for the shift. Dr.
Chang says: “So many students
have come to the deans saying
they cannot take a class because their work schedules have
changed and so on. They lose
50 percent of their money. This
is not good for the students.”
By changing the refund policy,
Dr. Chang hopes to reduce any
of the financial strains that the
previous policy has caused students.
Dr. Chang is also introducing a free, two week refresher courses for lower level
mathematics courses called the

Math Summer Bridge Program.
Many students have learned the
information that the full courses teach previously and only
need to be reintroduced to the
concepts that are taught. This
program’s goal is to save students time and money.
Dr. Chang states that
“at the end of the summer
program, either your instructor signs the student off to the
next level or they retake the
accuplacer. I bet 70 percent of
students will place into a higher
level.”
Top priorities for Dr.
Chang are improving enrollment trends and the college
budget.
“I’m very careful about
the enrollment trends,” he says.
With an incremental
improvement in the American
economy, colleges nationwide
have seen drops in student enrollment and Mercer has as
well. Dr. Chang says addressing this issue is a major priority
and that he plans to combat the
problem by creating more programs to help students financially.
“Our budget is really
tight at the moment.” says Dr.
Chang. “We have to have some
interesting projects to increase
student success. If we do not
have resources, we cannot do
them.”
Dr. Chang states that
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Dr. Eun-Woo Chang became the new Vice President for Academic and
Student Affairs in July after former VP Dr. Guy Generals became president of
Community College of Philadelphia.

he is trying to combat this issue
by securing grants from funding
agencies, such as the National
Science Foundation and the
Department of Education.
Faculty reaction to
Chang’s initiatives and performance is generally positive,
though some are still cautious.
In an interview with
Jared S. Krause, an adjunct professor at Mercer and licensed
professional engineer, he states
that “[Dr. Chang] seems talented and credible.” He adds
that the later start date in the
fall is a good change because
“the start date should be in line
with other community colleges.
It makes sense because people
have off for Labor Day.”

Another faculty member, Professor of Mathematics Jamie Fleischner, told The
VOICE that “[Dr. Chang] came
in with such excitement and a
willingness to listen ... he had
an eagerness to be open to the
faculty.”
Fleischner also says
that “the new refund policy is so
much better. Students are paying for classes themselves and
don’t want to waste their money.”
Like many, Fleischner
is still cautious though, saying
she hopes Dr. Chang “is true to
his words” and that “his actions
reflect his words more so than
his predecessor.”

History of trans movement connects to history at MCCC
Continued from page 1
nity.”
In an interview with
The VOICE, sociology Prof. Daniel Schermond, who was one of
the panelists at the event and
is also an advisor of Mercer’s
Lesbian Gay Bisexual Trans and
Friends (LGBTF) club, said they
still don’t know who did it or
why.
During the question
and answer portion of the session, panelists were asked if
they were surprised to learn
that the advertisements for the
event had been ripped down.
None said they were surprised,
though all expressed disappointment and went on to address issues of transphobia in
society.
Panelists
included
Mercer Prof. of English Diane
Rizzo, William Paterson Chair
of Women’s and Gender Studies Arlene Holpp Scala, Mercer
Prof. of Sociology Daniel Schermond, and Rutgers grad and
trans advocate Jamie DiNicola.
During the presentation portion of the event, Prof.
Holpp Scala explained what the
term “trans” or “transgender”
means and traced the history of
the trans movement. Her fellow
panelist Jamie DiNicola said
“the gay and lesbian movement
is about 50 years ahead of the
trans movement.”
Prof. Shermond told
those who attended that trans
individuals are at much higher
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Above: Discussion panel on transgender issues on Aprill 16, fom left: Mercer
Prof. of English Diane Rizzo, William Paterson Chair f Women’s and Gender
Studies Arlene Holpp Scala, Mercer Prof. of Sociology Daniel Schermond, and
Rutgers grad and trans advocate Jamie DiNicola (also pictured above right).

risk of experiencing violence,
poverty and homelessness
compared to the straight population and even lesbians and
gays.
Mercer English Prof.
Diane Rizzo, who is also a lawyer, talked about the legal problems trans individuals face,
trying to get their gender and
name changed after transition,
and getting medical insurance.
Prof. Rizzo explained
how trans issues are, in many
ways, also feminist concerns.
Jamie DiNicola, the
trans member of the panel,
talked about the initiatives that
he and his fellow trans students
had pushed for during his years
at Rutgers. He explained that
the depressing statistics about
life for trans individuals had

been hard for him to face during his own transition, but he
learned that “You can fight for
your rights while still being
happy.”
The vandalism of the
panel fliers is another in a series
of acts of aggression towards
the LGBT community at Mercer.
In 2009 The VOICE reported on an incident where
two gay male students from
the college were beaten up off
campus after attending the Late
Night Series at Mercer. At that
time The VOICE conducted a
hate crimes survey on campus
and found that, of the 58 students surveyed, “15% of said
they have experienced an event
at Mercer that, while not actual
verbal or physical assault, made

them feel uncomfortable because of their race, gender or
sexual orientation.”
The following year
the LGBTF club sponsored an
awareness event in the Student
Center called a “kiss-in” --similar to a sit in in the 1960s-- and
faced harassment from campus
security staff.
That same year a Mercer security guard was fired
following an investigation into
an incident in which he told a
student who identified as transgender that she had less reason
to be on campus than a service
dog who she had pointed out
roaming the halls unattended.
In May 2013, Henry
Hicks, Vice-President of Communications for Phi Theta Kappa honor society, who defines
himself as bisexual, was verbally assaulted by another student
in the student center, as was
also reported in The VOICE.
More recently Prof.
Schermond said that the LGBTF club has hosted events that
went off without a hitch, but
noted that there is still hostile
behavior toward LGBT students
on campus on a daily basis.

“Sometimes [members
of the LGBT community] do get
negative comments by people
passing by the club [office] or in
the hallway,” Schermond said.
A transgender Mercer student who graduated in
2014 and still lives and works in
the area, asked not to have his
name used for this article for
privacy reasons, but told The
VOICE that he frequently felt
threatened and struggled during his time Mercer.
When asked if he had
joined the LGBTF club for support he said, “No. I knew the
club had had to deal with a lot
of trouble in the past. I didn’t
want to draw attention to myself. I just wanted to disappear.”
During the question
and answer portion of the panel, a student asked the panelists
what allies can do to help reduce the problem of transphobia.
Jamie DiNicola said
that more education was key,
and that it was necessary for
trans students to share their stories and for allies to take time to
listen.
This sentiment was
echoed by current LGBTF club
president Eric Peterson who
told The VOICE, he felt the best
way to help reduce incidents
of hostility was to hold more
events. He said, “the best way to
eliminate phobia is education.”
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Annual beekeeping demo at Howell Living History Farm

Beekeeper Bob Hughes extracts a swarming cell from a bee box at the annual beekeeping event at Howell Living History Farm in Lambertville, NJ on April 11, 2015.
By Max Leavitt-Shaffer
Reporter

Standing in the morning sun, a
cool breeze blowing, a crowd of
about 25 people gathers around
three white boxes to watch 30,000
honey bees fly endlessly in and
out of small holes. Spring arrived
late this year, and the honey bees
have a lot of catching up to do.
Bob Hughes, a professional beekeeper, gets out of his
blue SUV and proceeds to his
hives. He is wearing a blue sweatshirt and jeans and carries an air
of compassionate authority, a
certain charisma that only comes
from age and experience.
He props his arm on
a sign post and introduces the
event, then takes a hand held bee
smoker from the back of his truck
and puffs it liberally at one of the
hives to pacify the bees.
Next he pulls a large
white cell panel from one of the
bee boxes. The golden brown
comb glistens as it hums with the
sound of thousands of tiny worker bees. He brings it around the
crowd, assuring them the bees
pose no threat. Some children
rush to his side, eager to learn
more. While others hide behind
parents’ legs.
Every spring, Howell
Living History Farm in Lambertville, NJ has its beekeeping event;
this year it was held on April 11.
Howell, part of the Mercer County Park Commission, practices
farming techniques that were
used between 1890 and 1910. The
farm is open to the public, and

hosts a variety of outdoor events
year round, from sheep shearing (coming up May 2) to bat box
building (May 3).
As the visitors stare at
the beehives, Bob Hughes, walks
towards them to begin his yearly
spring beekeeping event. An
event Howell living history farm
hosts. Hughes does any maintenance needed to his hive, and
provides information on bees,
and beekeeping.
Pete Watson the director of the farm told The VOICE
that he and Hughes were first
introduced some 25 years ago,
when Hughes was working for
the State Department of Agriculture inspecting bees. Howell
needed help with their hives, and
Hughes stepped up. He has also
helped more than one hundred
of people who wanted to start a
beehive get started.
“He is just a terrific guy,”
Watson says of Hughes.
The mission of Howell
Living History Farm is to provide the public with interesting
and valuable recreational and
educational opportunities. Beekeeping, for the most part, has
changed little since the 1890s
In accordance with this
mission, they try to keep with
traditional cycles. In the spring a
farmer would open up the hive,
and make sure the bees have survived.
According to Hughes he
has been keeping bees for some
thirty five years now. In addition
to working for the Department
of Agriculture, he also teaches
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About 25 locals gathered at the Howell Living History Farm in Lambertville, NJ on April 11 to attend the annual
beekeeping event.

classes in beekeeping at Rutgers
University.
During the event this
year Hughes slowly explained
to the attendees some basics of
beekeeping.
For example, he said
there are three main types of
bees. The queen, the drone, and
the worker bee. The drone is the
only variety of male bee, and his
sole purpose is to mate with a
queen bee.
The queen bee, contrary
to popular belief, has no authority in the hive. Her only job is too
lay eggs, possibly thousands in a
day.
Worker bees are all female. They do all the tasks necessary for day to day life, gathering

pollen, building the hive, feeding
the young, and so on.
Although bees may
seem fairly unimportant to our
everyday lives, in fact bees play
a crucial role in the agricultural
systems in the U.S. The do the
work of pollination that is essential for crops such as corn, which
is a cornerstone of American agricultural economy.
Right now bees are facing something called Colony Collapse Disorder, or CCD. According to the American Beekeeping
Federation website: “Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD) is a serious
problem threatening the health
of honey bees and the economic
stability of commercial beekeeping and pollination operations in

the United States.”
Though the cause of
CCD is not yet clear, the need
for more investigation into the
problem, and more focus on the
relevance of bees to our society is
clearly needed.
The practices of beekeeping are still handed down
generation to generation, which
is true for Hughes. He says he
got into beekeeping through his
father, who owned land and kept
bees. Howell Living History Farm
is working to bring new interest
to beekeeping for a generation
that may otherwise be removed
from these traditions.
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What homelessness means in Trenton
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By Omaira Sweeney, Ciara Moon and
Terrance Gillis
Junior Reporters

Each year an independent group
called Monarch Housing Associates, conducts the Point in Time
homelessness count in New
Jersey. In 2014 the number of
homeless had increased by 15.8
percent over 2013. In Mercer
county the number of homeless
counted on the night of January
28, 2014, was 642.
In Trenton the homeless take refuge under highways,
near the train station and on the
streets. During the day these
men --and there are more men
than women visible-- can be
found in shabby clothes, standing on street corners in the
downtown area near the capitol
buildings that team with lawyers
and politicians in crisp suits.
The homeless hold out cups and
hands, begging for money to get
food.
“It’s hard to even get
food because no one wants to
help or is afraid to give money
because they think they’re being used buy drugs.” says a short,
thick African-American man in
his mid 30s who would only give
his first name, Tyrone.
Rob Gibbons a 28 year
old, who allowed use of his real
name, said he was once a student at Rutgers in New Brunswick.
“I had it made at one
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Men line up to wait for beds outside the Trenton Rescue Mission.

point of my life, but being
caught up in the everyday party
life and surrounded by women
and booze led me to loose focus
on school and family.” Gibbons
said.
He went on to explain
how his parents stopped talking to him, and then his friends
became overwhelmed because
he had no where to live and
bounced from couch to couch.
When asked what it was
like to be homeless, Gibbons
told The VOICE: “It’s harder than
anything I’ve ever done and I
sometimes just cry myself to
sleep during the night, but not
because of the situation, because I’m so hungry.”
Winter in New Jersey
was particularly cold and snowy
this year, and that had an effect
on the homeless population.
A white woman in her

“[Being homeless] is harder
than anything I’ve ever done
and I sometimes just cry
myself to sleep during the
night, but not because of
the situation, because I’m so
hungry.”
-Rob Gibbons, Trenton, NJ
mid 20s with long brown hair,
who wore wearing leggings and
high boot and asked to be identified only as Sarah say, “Winter
time was a hard time because
as I would have to try and find
clothes to keep me warm. I still
had to find shelter to lay my
head down at night. Some nights
I had to sleep on the streets,
some nights I would sleep on a
bench in a park and if I was lucky
enough I would find an aban-

doned house.”
Going back to Tyrone,
he said, “Trying to find food and
shelter you have to make sure
you get to the shelters in time to
get a spot before it gets full. Once
its full and I try to make it to another shelter, it will be too late.”
The largest Emergency
Shelter in the area is at the Trenton Rescue Mission.
Their website says that
they “can house 54 men and
23 women nightly... During the
winter emergency period (approximately November 15th to
April 15th), the bed capacity
more than doubles to 135 men
and 29 women nightly for a total of 164 individuals.” This represents roughly one sixth of the
homeless who need beds in the
area.
The Point in Time research for 2014 indicated that
29.5 percent of the homeless
counted were under under 18
years old. VOICE reporters saw
but did not interview homeless
children, primarily for ethical
reasons.
Other particularly vulnerable groups include veterans, the disabled, and lesbian,
gay and transgender youth who
are more likely to be thrown out
of their homes by parents.
But by far the most
prevalent problems for homeless individuals, according to the
Point in Time report are mental
health issues and addiction. A
full 53.6 percent of those counted faced these obstacles.
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According to The Washington Post, Jersey
Governor Chris Christie’s 2016 presidential
hopes are shrinking as he has fallen from
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Orphan’s Back

Canada’s wildly
popular TV show
Orphan
Black has return
ed. Star Tatiana
Maslany, was
snubbed again
for an Emmy th
is year but the
show’s highly an
ticipated third se
ason began
on April 18 to wi
de acclaim.

Rob Gibbons told The
VOICE that he still uses drugs
and drinks because that is “the
only time I can feel.”
When asked
what
he would do if his luck ever
changed, Gibbons replied, “I
would get clean and still live on
the streets, because this is all I
know now.”
Some homeless individuals speak of their desire to
get out of the situation, while
others express a sense of hopelessness.
One young white man
in his early twenties, who is tall
and lean, and wore sneakers
with holes in them, dirty jeans
and a black tank with hood,
wished to remain anonymous,
but told The VOICE, “Dealing
with being less fortunate isn’t
the problem. Knowing that I
can’t do anything about it bothers me. I became homeless because I decided to drop out of
school and my mother kicked
me out. I didn’t have nowhere
else to go and I refuse to go back
school because its not for me.
None of my family will help me
because they feel like I should
finish school before I receive any
help.”
A new Point in Time
homelessness count report
for 2015 should be released by
Monarch Housing Associates
in a few weeks. It remains to be
seen if the numbers will continue to rise.

Journalism F

ail

Rolling Stone m
agazine was fo
rced to retract
a story about a
student raped at
a fraternity
at the University
of Virginia after
questions
about fact chec
king revealed th
e story had
no merit.

California Dro

ught

As California fa
ces its fourth ye
ar of crippling
drought Govern
or
wide cutback on Jerry Brown defends state
water use that
doesn’t apply
to farms, which
consume most
water of all.
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Princeton
Mercer 
Perception Project
Have you heard of Mercer County Community College?
If so, what comes to mind when you think of it?

MICKEY FRANZ

ALLIE DIAMOND

BRIAN HO

AMANDA LEAVELL

ANNE KERTH

Office Assistant in
Finance and Treasury

Freshman
Major: Undecided

Graduate Student
Studying: French

Sophomore
Major: Public Policy

Graduate Student
Studying: History

“Yea I’ve heard of Mercer.
I actually went there
for Journalism because
Middlesex doesn’t have a
TV studio. I transferred
to Rutgers in 2002.”

“I have not heard
of [Mercer County
Community College]”

“No, I don’t think I have
heard of [Mercer County
Community College]. No,
I haven’t. I’m not from
here. I’m Canadian.”

“Yes. I’m not really sure
how, but I have heard of
[Mercer]. I think I knew
a guy who worked at an
ice cream shop who went
there.”

“Yes. I’ve heard of
Mercer. I took a class
with a professor who
teaches there. An English
professor. Diane.”
[VOICE: “Rizzo?”]

“Yeah. Diane Rizzo.”

Two schools separated by
eight miles...

Princeton University

8 miles

Mercer County Community College

Have you heard of Princeton University?
If so, what comes to mind when you think of it?

GRACIELA VASQUEZ

PATRICK SHEEHAN

TIANTE WEBERLEY

DAVID KRASZEWSKI

PEI ZENG

Studying: Art & Design

Major: Electronics
Engineering

Second Year
Major: Biology

Major: Criminal Justice

Studying: English

“I have walked around
the Princeton campus. A
lot of rich, smart kids go
there.”

“I see Princeton all the
time, but I’ve never been
inside. My father-in-law
works in the library. I
know I’m not going to
make it there. I barely
made it here.”

“I know about Princeton,
because I am from
Lawrenceville. I know
it is a good school. It
is different from other
schools, like Mercer...
Because of the buildings.”

“My sister graduated
from Princeton twenty
years ago. It is very
famous in my country:
China. I’m at Mercer to
help with English.”

“I’ve known of Princeton
since I was born. I was
born in Princeton. I
know it is hard to get
into. I hate people there
because they are snotty
and rude.”

PHOTO ESSAY | JAMIE STRICKLAND

Game
Atlantic City’s gamble does
By Michael Naples
Reporter

When gambling was legalized
in New Jersey in 1976, Atlantic City was touted as an economic dynamo that would be
a financial boon to the state.
The goal, according to Barbara Kozek, writer for the official
Atlantic City website, was for
the casinos to “use the glorious resources it has been given by nature, to make it once
again a world renowned tourist Mecca.”
But the casinos never
brought the revitalization that
the state hoped, and when
gambling was legalized elsewhere --such as Connecticut,
Delaware and Pennsylvania-Atlantic City struggled to keep
up.
The VOICE interviewed
several local business owners in Atlantic City to get their
perspective.
John North, an employee at “Seafood Raw Bar”
for 34 years, describes the
situation in Atlantic City as
“worse than ever.” He says
“People don’t want to spend
money.”
Sherry Gliksman, who
has worked at the Haunted
Coffin Ride located on the

boardwalk for the past 3 years,
says that the closing of the
casinos means less foot traffic on the boardwalk and that
has a negative impact on all
the businesses, including her
own.
Four of the twelve major casinos in Atlantic City
-- Showboat, Revel, the Atlantic Club, and Trump Plaza -closed their doors in 2014.
What many New Jersey
residents don’t realize, however, is that the bad news for
Atlantic City is bad news for
all of us, particularly at the
community colleges.
Mercer
draws
its
funding from three primary
sources: state support, county
support and student tuition.
Ideally, a third would come
from each segment, but the
state is pulling less and less of
its weight.
In 2006 Mercer was receiving 19 percent of its funding from the state, now it’s
down to just over 12 percent.
At the same time average in-state two year college
tuition prices increased by
2.83 percent in the last year.
According to the 2014
Tourism Economic Impact
Study, the revenue from gaming declined 4.5 percent in
2014. The tourism industry
contributed with 6.6 percent

of the state revenue in 2014.
Some other large Atlantic City entities, such as
Ceasars Entertainment and
Trump Taj Mahal, just narrowly avoided the same fate
as the four closed casinos by
either selling their properties
or taking large loans in order
to stay up and running. Some
have even considered renting
out space to community colleges, but the spaces aren’t
easy to convert.
In an article on Atlantic City’s decline from The
New York Times, by Jon Hurdel, that was published on
August 19, 2014, he quoted
Paul Steelman, principal of
Steelman Partners, a Las Vegas-based architecture firm
for the entertainment industry, who said that ““Casinos
are not great conversions to
other uses...They are customdesigned buildings that are
very expensive to operate and
maintain.”
Since the state collects
an 8 percent tax on gambling
from the city, each property
in distress stresses the overall
economic health of the state.
In recent phone interview with The VOICE, Mr. Jacob C. Farbman, Director of

Communications at NJ Council of County Colleges said
that “when we lose any business in New Jersey it impacts
revenues that the state collects in taxes and those revenues go right into the State
general fund.”
Farbman continued,
“We know right now the student tuition covers most of the
cost of a community college
education and that’s because
the state budget is in bad
shape. Higher Education has
been underfunded for several
years now. So it is almost like
a perfect storm where we have
all these services that we need
that are dependent upon revenues and state resources, yet
people have no money to pay
more in taxes.”
Mercer’s
outgoing
president Dr. Patricia Donohue told The VOICE: “Atlantic
City is probably connected to
some of [the tuition increases]
but it is also just a sign of our
times.”

e OVEr
sn’t pay off for NJ students
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Arts + Entertainment

Student show opens in The Gallery
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By Ivana Airo
Reporter

Full disclosure: Reporter is currently an intern at The Gallery.
This year’s annual Visual Arts
Student Exhibition located at
the Mercer Gallery, opened on
April 22 and includes 103 pieces
of work by 60 fine arts students
at Mercer.
Rachel Levitt, a third
year student as well as an intern at the Gallery has submitted her art work for the student
art show for two years now. She
says, “The Student Art show
helps prepare artists for future

Students faculty and staff gathered at the official opening of the annual student art show in the Mercer Gallery
on April 22. The Gallery is located on the second floor of the CM building on the West Windsor campus.
shows they may encounter,
such as how to hang their artwork properly, understand how
to submit their artwork, as well
as speak about their work”.
Fine Arts Professor
Lucas Kelly told The VOICE:
“For me exhibition at any level
has been a confluence of anxiety and pride. It feels good to
share, but there is always the
fear of the unknown response
that the viewer may have.”
Prof. Dylan wolf who

is the current Gallery Director
says, “This year, in consultation
with the visual arts faculty, the
Gallery instituted a requirement that student artworks be
reviewed and endorsed by an
arts instructor before submission.”
Prof. Kelly says this
change made things more competitive, and professional and
prevented the show from looking like a “flea market.”
Maia Seals, a second

year arts student at Mercer said
that “submitting your work can
be extremely stressful, and take
up a lot of your time but the
end result is always rewarding”.
Seals says the knowledge she
has gained through submitting
her work has inspired her to
maybe open up her own gallery
someday.
Sarah Cronin, a first
year student said that although
she is not a fine arts major, she
enjoys the artwork the gallery
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has shown. Cronin told The
VOICE, “I wish they could do
more student art shows, it is exciting to see some of my friends’
and family’s art work up in the
gallery.”
The Student exhibit is
held every spring and showcases student work including
paintings, sculptures, photographs and mixed media.
The Exhibit will be
open until May 8 free and is free
to the public.

Mercer’s Romeo and Juliet was a success
By Nalia Morales
Reporter

The Mercer County Community College rendition of
Romeo and Juliet ran from
April 10 to 19 and was fantastic. The way this timeless
tale was produced stands out
from all the rest.
The theater was
packed on opening night.
People filed into the relatively small theater, murmuring in hushed voices as they
waited for the play to begin.
The stage featured a
spiral staircase and several
arches, a spare but lovely set
to indicate the small town of
Verona, Italy, that allowed
room for the ballet dancing.
Though the version
sticks close to the classic story line, it pairs it with ballet
and had a twist. The actors
and the dancers were different people, but the Mercer
theater crew did a very good
job in transitioning between
“Dancing Romeo” and “Acting Romeo” and at time they
both interacted, which was
very cool to see.
The costumes were well
made and elaborate. Dresses
were very elegant and fit the

Mercer’s theater and dance students starred in the college production of Romeo and Juliet that concluded its
run at the Kelsey Theatre on April 19, 2015.

time it was portraying. The
male costumes were equally
as good.
The Mercer theater
crew also had a hit with the
humorous side of the play
with the character of Mercu-

tio who, in this writer’s opinion, stole the show.
An audience member Giovanni Perez, 32 of
Philadelphia, and a Barnes
and Nobel Textbook Manager said “For someone who

doesn’t go to plays it was
surprisingly very good” Mr.
Perez went on to say “I would
recommend it yes, because
it was fun to watch, it was a
new experience for me, and
the actors and actresses were

PHOTO COURTESY OF ROBERT TERRANO

really good”.
The Production and
Dance coordinator Jody Grazenbeek-Person stated that
preparing for the production
of Romeo and Juliet “ took a
little over two months.”

Reviews
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REVIEW: Big Easy Restaurant
The best, most mouthwatering and affordable soul food in Trenton

11


Celebrity
Scoop
The

By James Anderson
Reporter

The Big Easy Restaurant is located on 120 South Warren Street,
just a five minute walk from
Mercer’s Trenton campus. This
local favorite is specialized in
soul food, and during a recent
lunch visit, business was busy.
The first thing you notice when walking into the restaurant is the mosaic tile floor
that gives off an aesthetic feeling. Next there was a large chalk
board lit with track lights, that
displayed the daily menu and
specials. The tables were neatly
set for two with fresh flowers on
each table.
After I was directed to
a table by a charming young
server, I asked for an Iced Tea
and she promptly suggested a
house special made with lemon
and orange.
Items on the menu are
reasonably priced. A typical
meal with entree and beverage costs about $9 per person
and they also have a $20 dinner
menu for two. Some of their favorite dishes are turkey wings,
salmon, jerk chicken, mac &
cheese, fried fish, candied yams,
and lobster.
I chose the grilled
salmon which was delicious.
It was cooked to perfection,
seasoned properly and it kind
melted in your mouth.
According to Andrea
Baxter, a state worker for Taxation, who eats at Big Easy three
to four times a week, “The prices

FRANCES BEAN
COBAIN
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Head chef of The Big Easy Restaurant on South Warren St. in Trenton, along with some of his soul food
creations at the regular buffet.
are fair for the amount of portions that you get.” Baxter said
that her favorite dish on the
menu is the mac and cheese,
salmon and the fried bass.
Baxter is not the only
one who likes the big easy because of the prices. Alex Bethea,
a Trenton city councilman, was
back at the Big Easy for the second time for the lunch specials.
“You can get a decent amount
of food for a reasonable price
compared to other competitors
in the city,” he said.
The dessert menu includes carrot cake, sweet potato pie, red velvet cake and
chocolate cake. I tried a slice of
the House special which was a
homemade red velvet cake and
to be honest it tasted better than
some of the cakes you would get
from a bakery.

The owner of Big Easy is
Olugbala Sababu who is a Trenton native. Sababu has been in
the food business for the past 37
years and the Big Easy has been
open for the past three years. In
an interview for The VOICE, Sababu said that “business is good
but it is a work in progress.”
Sababu said that he
believes the success of his business is in the quality of the food.
“We have the best product in
the Trenton area.”
There are several other
restaurants that serve soul food
in Trenton, including Ila Mae’s,
Howards, and HeaVenly Divine
Soul Food. Compared to them
the Big Easy is one of the best
restaurants in the downtown
Trenton area.
Besides the price, another attraction at the Big Easy

is the lunch buffet. You can create your own meal or you can
choose from a variety of many
dishes and desserts.
Overall, Big Easy is a
must go.
They
offer
quality of food at reasonable
prices, the perfect combination
for a student on a budget.

they have
Saturreal mu- “We have the best pickle backs day, April
sic that
11, was
around.”
supports
a typical
the comnight at
-Olivia Smith
munity’s
the BaseMill Hill Basement Bartender
local artm e n t .
ists.
One
of
According to Dave Lo- the most memorable performcane, the manager at Mill Hill, ers of the night, a group named
who has been employed here Full Clip rocked the mic’. The
since 2002, “Every night is a band is a trio made up of two
great night to be here.”
men and one woman. Their
Music from punk rock stage names are: Craze, Shy
to hip hop, and metal to acous- Aggression and Anonymous
tic folk are common occurrenc- and they have been performes. Almost every night, there is ing together for a year. The Mill
something going on at the Mill- Hill Basement is where they got
hill. Any band that loves to do their start.
what they do is welcome.
Amanda Bellish (aka
Bartender Olivia Smith Shy Aggression), also hapsays “We have the best pickle pens to be a medical student at
backs around.” A pickle back is a Mercer. She says of her band:
shot of whisky, followed imme- “These guys keep me musically
diately by a shot of pickle juice. educated”
Smith also says that the Mill Hill
When one attendee,
Basement is a welcoming place Rich Quick, was asked what he
in a low key environment,
enjoyed about Full Clip, he said
“People are quick to “Real raw hiphop”.
judge it because we are in TrenThe manager, Dave Loton, but it is a very safe environ- cane says the bar is the main
ment”, Smith added.
generator of revenue for the
The Mill Hill Basement basement and the admission.
also supports the Trenton Punk Prices for admission range from
Rock Flea Market, a monthly $5 to $10 and goes to pay the
event that provides space for band or performers.
local vendors, food trucks, and
Locane also menmost importantly great music.
tioned the amount of people in

the crowd differs depending on
the performance lineup.
At the April 11 performance, from 9pm til 2am the
crowd was engaged in the show
and conversations mingling
with other patrons.
A man who asked to be
referred to as ‘Dinz’ from Toms
River, NJ, a patron of The
Mill Hill Basement for
the past five years and a
previous performer of
the venue says “ The Mill
Hill Basement is the best
place to be when it comes
to underground music in
New Jersey.”

INFO: The Big Easy Restaurant

120 South Warren Street,
Downtown Trenton, NJ 08608
(609) 989-7900
Cuisine: Soul Food/ Seafood
Hours:
8:00am-7:00pm Mondays - Thursdays,
10:00am - 10:00pm Fridays,
12:00 am - 10:pm Saturdays
( Closed Sundays)
Prices: $9 Lunch menu 11:30 - 4pm
Approx. $20 Dinner for 2 - After 5:00

Late Nirvana frontman, Kurt
Cobain’s daughter, Frances
Bean, gave an interview to
Rolling Stone in which she
mentioned she was not a
huge fan of Nirvana. The
Internet responded with
incredulity.

ADNAN SYED

The central figure in the
podcast Serial, Adnan
Syed, who was sentenced
to life for the murder of his
ex-girlfriend in 1999, is
getting a new trial thanks to
the efforts of lawyers who
have demonstrated that his
previous council was faulty.
He is also going to be the
center of a new podcast
sponsored by his legal
defense fund. It’s called:
The State vs. Adnan Syed.

Mill Hill Basement is Trenton’s home for underground music
By Victor Akintola &
Max Leavitt-Shaffer
Reporters

Trenton has a hot underground
music scene, and one of the
best spots to catch live entertainment is The Mill Hill Basement, attached to a saloon of
the same name. It is located in
an historic area of the city and
named after the first industrial
site in Central New Jersey, a
grist mill erected in 1679.
Upstairs The Mill Hill
Saloon has a quiet bar and the
restaurant fit for your grandma
and her knitting circle, but if
you go to the side exit and head
downstairs, you find a different
world.
Stickers from hundreds
of bands cover the ceiling and
walls, while blood, sweat, and
beer stain the floor. Space is
minimal, but that doesn’t stop
people from packing into the
tiny basement like sardines.
The dim lighting, produced mostly by christmas
lights, creates an intimate atmosphere as band after band
takes to the stage.
According to Anna
Stange, a Mill Hill Basement patron of nine years, “They have
the best beer list in Trenton.”
She also told The VOICE that

ALYSSA MILANO

Television actress, Alyssa
Milano, best known for
her roles on Who’s The
Boss, Melrose Place and
Mistresses, had 10oz
of pumped breast milk
confiscated and thrown
away by airport security
at Heathrow International
Airport in London. The
mother of an infant and
toddler, Milano took to
Twitter to say: “Not okay.”

BARRY MANILOW

Fanilows everywhere were
surprised to learn that
Barry Manilow had married
his long-time partner and
manager, Garry Kief in
a private ceremony last
summer at the singer’s
house in Palm Springs.

Zinna’s Bistro is a family-owned and operated Italian-American bistro that opened in January 2010.
At Zinna’s, we believe good food is simple food made with the freshest, highest quality ingredients
available including a variety of produce that grows in our own on-premise garden.
We are a B.Y.O.B establishment with an eclectic menu full of homemade pastas, classic Italian favorites,
homemade desserts, and more.

gh

Lunch
s Dinner
s Kid’s Menu
s Catering
s Meeting space
Live music Thursdays at 6pm
s Online reservations
s BYOB
s

s

ef
Zinna’s Bistro

1275 South River Road, Cranbury NJ 08512
Phone: (609) 860-9600

Hours of Operation
Sunday - Thursday 11:00AM - 9:00PM
Friday & Saturday 11:00AM - 10:00PM
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Mercer works if you work for it

Community college can be your first step to successful career path
AS I SEE IT

MARIANA BRAZ
What do James Dean, Eddie
Murphy, Tom Hanks, you and I
have all have in common? We
have all attended community
colleges.
Community colleges
can be more than just a cheap
way into a degree.
I am originally from
Brazil and English is my second
language. I already had finished
my Bachelor of Arts in Journalism in Brazil when I decided to
come to the USA and go to Mercer.
One of the reasons I
chose a community college was
to improve my English.
I attended Mercer fulltime for 3 years and earned two
Associate degrees, graduating
in 2013. While I was here I made
sure to take advantage of everything I needed to prepare myself with some skills that would

help to find a job and continue
on my education path.
As a Mercer student I
took Honors classes and I was
part of the TV club and PTK.
But it was at The College VOICE,
the student newspaper, that I
gained the most.
I started as a cub reporter, and was soon voted by
my peers to be the News Editor.
The following semester I was
voted to be Managing Editor,
and finally Editor-in-Chief.
It was a lot of responsibility balancing school, fulltime work and the deadlines
and demands of the newspaper,
but I got to travel to media conferences in Chicago and New
York with other staffers, I won
national awards for my writing and top of that I made new
friends.
At Mercer I improved
my writing and verbal skills,
creative thinking, project management, and leadership. That
got me into graduate school,
and it also increased my competitiveness when searching for
jobs.
In case you are thinking I am just some kind of Wonder Woman, I can assure you
I am not. But I asked a few of
my fellow VOICE staffers, who
came from local high schools
and saw themselves as kind of
unmotivated or directionless
when they got to Mercer, how
their time here changed them.

Kyle Kondor, a former
VOICE editor who graduated
last spring, says: “Upon entering Mercer I was immature and
naive to the fact that a good
education is mandatory today.
As a student aspiring to get my
associate’s degree in Communication: New Media, I was exposed to several different career
paths.”
He also said that working for The College VOICE, where
he became Sports Editor after
his consistent improvement
with writing, helped him in his
decision to pursue Journalism.
“I’m now a double
major at Indiana University,
and I can confidently say that I
desperately needed Mercer in
order to prepare for everything
that I’m currently doing.”
Kondor is now working
for the student media at Indiana University of Pennsylvania
as a producer on the studentoperated sports TV show and is
responsible for content and assigning jobs to all 40 staff members on each production night.
He has produced and edited
documentaries, is an analyst on
the sports radio show, and the
color analyst during the women’s basketball games. In his
free time he writes for the town
paper, The Indiana Gazette.
Like Kondor, Zac Santanello, a former VOICE Photography Editor started as a
Business Administration major

VOICE

and then switched to Communication: New Media.
“Over the course of my
time at Mercer I began to focus
my talents towards and take
photography more seriously
as my professional aspiration,”
said Santanello.
Santanello won several
national journalism awards for
his photography, always competing against students from
four-year schools. He won First
Place for breaking news photography and was a finalist for
Feature photography in the
Society of Professional Journalist’s Mark of Excellence Awards
2013-2014.
Today, Santanello is
attending the School of Visual
Arts in Manhattan. He says,
“I can safely say that without
Mercer, and Photography Coordinator Michael Dalton specifically, my career trajectory
would likely be very different.”
I have talked to students who feel ashamed to tell
people they go to a community
college, but they shouldn’t be.
According to the American Association of Community
Colleges more than 6 million
students in the US are enrolled
at a community college.
Community college is
good for all kinds of students,
including students who aren’t
sure of their direction yet, who
were bored in high school or
didn’t do well and need to catch

up, who don’t have much money, or ones like me who came to
improve their English.
Community
college
works if you work for it.
Start with the clubs.
There is one for practically every interest. If you like adrenaline, making friends, and the
gratification of seeing your
work in print, The College VOICE
is a good start. Jobs and transfer
colleges are looking for students
with strong communications
skills and The VOICE will force
you to improve your writing
quickly.
Another way to boost
your chance of getting the most
out of Mercer is to take advantage of professors’ office hours.
Find your advisor or just find
professors you like and can talk
to. When the time comes it will
be a lot easier to get registered
for the right classes or get rec
letters when you are ready to
transfer.
Even if you are one of
those students who just come
to campus and then leave, try to
take advantage of what’s here,
much of which is free.
Mariana Braz is now a graduate
student in the Corporate Communication program at Baruch College- CUNY in NY. She has gotten
a variety of internships in her field
and interviewed at big companies
such as Michael Kors and GlaxoSmithKline.

the college

This is Russ

Russ was a New Media major at Mercer and pays the bills working at Petro Lube in
Bordentown. But as a staff reporter for The College VOICE he covered the arts and
entertainment scene, interviewing local bands, covering ComicCon in NY for his blog, even
checking out the local ostrich farm looking for stories.

“Joining the VOICE helped me find purpose
and direction for my life and career. It also
lead me to meet some of the most excellent
people in the world.”
-Russ Chizek

NOW RECRUITING - WRITERS - PHOTOGRAPHERS - DESIGNERS
To learn more stop by a training meeting: Mon. at noon in ET 127
or Wed. at noon in ES 131 or email johnsonh@mccc.edu.
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Editorial Board
Mariana Braz, Editor Emerita
Jamie Strickland, Editorial Team Leader

THE WAY IT IS

James Anderson, Reporter
Joe Biocco, Reporter
Ousman Joof, Reporter
Max Leavitt-Shaffer, Reporter
Peter Lavelle, Reporter
Michael Naples, Reporter

Ivana Airo, Photographer
Maia Seals, Photographer

CORRECTIONS
In the March 17, 2015
issue of The College
VOICE, the following
errors were made:
In the article “Tuition Hike on
Way” by Eric Zaneski, Dean of
Liberal Arts Robin Schore was
misquoted as saying, “Colleges like
Princeton University receive large
federal grants for funding. We see
federal grants too, but not even
close to an equal amount.” Dean
Schore contacted The VOICE
to indicate he did not say that,
and is well aware that Princeton
is a private university with an
economic position bearing no
relation to Mercer’s.
In the same article Dean Schore
was quoted as saying “85% of
tuition goes to teacher’s salaries.”
Prof. Carlo Alfare asked The
VOICE to correct this to say that
85 percent of tuition is used to
pay for administrators’ salaries.
But The VOICE investigated
and found both claims to have
no basis in fact. The most recent
available information is posted
on the Board of Trustees page
online and shows that of the
college’s approximate $59 million
annual opperating budget, roughly
$28 million --i.e. just under 50
percent-- goes to faculty salaries
and benefits. Administrators’
salaries are not given a separate
line item in the data, rather each
administrator’s salary is folded in
within their separate branch or
department of the college -- such
as student affairs for the Dean
of Students-- making it more
complex to determine the exact
percentage of the budget that
goes to administrators’ salaries.
However, as the data is available
through the Open Public Records
Act, The VOICE looks forward
to getting to the bottom of the
question in an upcoming issue
in the Fall of 2015. Stay tuned
econophiles!
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Years of frustration at Mercer made me ready for the real world
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What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger

Victor Akintola, Reporter

Nalia Rodriquez, Reporter
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SARA GATLING
Mercer grad and former VOICE
Editor-in-Chief Sara Gatling transferred to Columbia University
where she graduated cum laude in
2013 with majors in English and
Comparative Literature and Hispanic Studies. Gat has been working steadily since graduation, and
is currently paying her dues as she
enters the competitive field of staging and prop design. 		
			
It was an amazing experience
to be one of the few Mercer students to transfer to an Ivy League
college and I was honored to attend Columbia University. But
my time spent at Mercer was
crucial to my success, in large
part because of the incredible
quantity of bureaucratic bullshit
I had to overcome to get out of
there. All those irritations and
daily struggles you face with the
bursar, the registrar, your advisor -- cherish those moments
because dealing with Mercer’s
wacky antics is just the training
you need if you hope to survive
in the “real world.” The reality
is, the real world looks a lot like
Mercer.
Here is a short list of the things
that irked me at Mercer, but ended up paying off once I left.

MCCC LIBRARY RESEARCH
CLASSES		

I research like a boss thanks
to whomever decided to make
those inane library skills classes
a part of every single intro class
I took at Mercer. It’s not that the
class isn’t useful, but once is
enough and I think I sat through
at least six of them. You know the
one I’m talking about: you take a
field trip to the library to have an

attention starved librarian tell your college career are in your
you that TMZ is not a scholarly hands.
Piss off a flunky on the
journal and that research databases contain the secrets of the second floor of SC and they can
drag out any process they want
universe.
The benefit of taking for months, passing the buck,
six of the same skills class was giving you more paper work, etc.
that the monotone oration of I know several students who
the librarian worked as a type missed their Mercer graduation
of hypnosis, so you better be- because they had no idea that in
lieve the whole diatribe became December they needed to subfirmly engrained in my mem- mit an application to graduate
ory. I could probably recite the if they expected to walk in their
full length class myself if you leprechaun gowns in May.
wanted me to. By the time I got
The application needto Columbia I researched effing ed to be checked over by the
circles arounds those kids while All Powerful Marge Archer (or
blindfolded with my hands tied someone else, but Marge was
behind my back. Take enough the best). Oh, sure, it’s possible
101 classes and you’ll leave you got a blast email at some
Mercer the Earl of EBSCO, the point telling you you needed
Princess of ProQuest, the Jacka- to do it --but as the snow sparnape of Jstor.
kled down on your back porch
				 Christmas lights, you probably
		
weren’t paying rapt attention to
that tiny paragraph shoehorned
THE BROKEN ADVISING
into one of the thirty dozen
SYSTEM
emails you got each week. Just
One encounter with a Mercer
getting off that infernal email list
academic adviser (along with
after I graduated took me almost
personal accounts from stua year.
dents wasting time and money
If it hadn’t been for
on courses they didn’t want or
all Mercer’s bullcrap, however,
need to take due to ill adviseI’m sure I wouldn’t have been
ment) and I was convinced I
trained to constantly ask people
could do a better job on my own.
at Columbia about graduation
I developed a whole system inprocedures, financial aid deadvolving color coding and hoards
lines, secret handshakes that
of tabs in an Excel spreadsheet.
only people raised with a silver
This level of organization can’t
spoon in their mouths already
be taught by professors folks,
know when they get there.
only through experience.
Mercer forced me to
I hear since I graduated
learn to look out for my own
things have only gotten steadily
best interests and to ask for help
worse with advising. Aparentwhere I could find. I can spot
ly several systems have been
someone knowledgable and
implemented to “fix” the probhelpful at 50 paces.
lem, from giving students life
				
“coaches” (how very Oprah of
you, Mercer) to making all fulltime faculty members advisers, AND ANOTHER THING
regardless of the fact that a lot of Here’s what you don’t realize;
the toothless old fart professors after you leave Mercer, you will
couldn’t tell you what you need never have the same kind of acto take to graduate in any major cess to your professors again.
unless you want the list from At four year schools professors
are required to always be work1973.
ing on research and publications; professors are under presTHE ALL AROUND
sure to “publish or perish.” Their
Bureaucrazy 101
whole career literally hinges on
Little known fact: DMV employ- how many esoteric articles they
ees, TSA agents and the staff can squeeze out.
that works in Mercer adminisThe effect of this is that
trative offices are all cut from a main priority for university
the same cloth. If you are hope professors is not usually their
to graduate, sooner or later you students. Some of them clearly
will just learn how to interact don’t even like students, except
with cranky people. Sure you for their three or four handcan resist, but the logistics of picked brown-nosing graduate

News of The VOICE
2014
Feature Writing Finalist
Mark of Excellence Award
Society of Professional
Journalists.

Editorial Policy:
The College VOICE is written and edited by students of Mercer County
Community College and published every 3 weeks with support from a
faculty adviser. The material printed in The College VOICE, be it articles,
advertisements or opinion pieces, does not necessarily represent the views
of the editors, the faculty, staff, administration or the board of trustees of
Mercer County Community College.

CONGRATS: The VOICE congratulates former VOICE Editor in Chief,
Stephen Harrison, whose article
on homeless veterans in Trenton
won a Mark of Excellence award at
the Society of Professional Journalist’s announced last Sunday at the
region 1 conference held at Hofs-

tra University on Long Island. Stephen came in third, but it is worth
noting the first place award went to
a submission from Harvard and the
second place to Yale. Stephen graduated last spring and is now persuing his New Media dreams in Brazil
before transferring in the fall.

Write to The College VOICE!
Do you have something to say? The College VOICE accepts letters to
the editor. Submissions should be no more than 400 words; longer
submissions may be shortened. Submit materials in electronic format,
and include your name and status at Mercer (major and year, faculty or
staff position or alumnus). The College VOICE, which reserves the right to
reject or edit material based on length, taste or clarity. For more info, see
our policy manual at www.mcccvoice.org/about/policy-manual/

assistant protégées (there were
of course exceptions, whom I
feel deserve due credit).
A large portion of my
courses at Columbia involved
the professor coming into class
and lecturing...and that was it.
No more fun Jeopardy exam review classes and Dum-Dums
lollipops, guys.
You could try to talk
to a Columbia professor after
class, but they’d usually be in a
rush. Any inquiries and most, if
not all, grading was handled by
Teaching Assistants, graduate
students that help out as part of
their indenture to the university.
Bless their hearts, there’s nothing wrong with TAs as people,
but they’re not really getting
paid and they have no experience teaching. TAs are not professors.
By contrast, at Mercer I
spent tons of time talking to professors. There are exceptional
professors at Mercer with whom
I generally felt welcome to drop
by and talk about my ideas or get
help brainstorming for papers.
When I had panic
attacks, my Mercer professors cared. They answered my
emails. They helped me get into
Honors classes and introduced
me to the idea of going to a University other than Rider, TCNJ
and Rutgers (it can be done!).
They were the real deal, and if
you care about your education,
get your ass to office hours, you
only hurt yourself if you don’t.
I made the most of my
time at Mercer, and I worked
hard. I joined clubs, became Editor-in-Chief of the newspaper,
put myself out there. But I wasn’t
some prodigy, someone so different from you that you can say
“Oh, she just got to Columbia
because she was a genius to begin with.” No. I came to Mercer
because I had no money, got
kicked out of one high school
and almost didn’t graduate
from the second for skipping too
much gym. I did what the rest of
you do, I worked. I worked in a
dry cleaners, babysat, lived with
my needy family. I lived in a near
constant state of exhaustion and
was always close to a nervous
collapse.
There is no substitute for that
kind of experience if you want to
succeed in college and in life.

WELCOME: The VOICE will be under new advisorial leadership
starting in Fall 2015. A new fulltime faculty member has been selected, who will be joining the EFL
department, but as of press still
awaits hiring confirmation by the
Board of Trustees. Still, we send
him a hearty VOICE hurrah.

How to contact us:
phone: (609) 586-4800 ext. 3594
write to: The College VOICE
Mercer County College -ET 125
1200 Old Trenton Rd.
West Windsor, NJ 08550
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JUST 4 FUN
horoscopes

ASK THE VOICE: good answers to tough questions
Help is
here!

Dear VOICE,
One of my professors
called me at home last
night supposedly to see
how I was doing. Should
I be creeped out?
-Creeped Already
Dear Creeped,
Your professor may be a
stalker, but it’s more likely
he’s getting pressure to do
more student advising.
Tell him you’ve already
registered for your fall
classes and he’ll back off.
If he doesn’t, then it’s
creepy.
-The VOICE

Classic Peanuts

Dear VOICE,
I heard Mercer wants
to build dorms for
international students.
Will they also add
another parking lot?
-Low Rent
Dear Low Rent,
More parking? Oh, hell
no. Housing students
from Namibia gets first
priority at community
college.
-The VOICE
Dear VOICE,
I’ve noticed that they
are tearing up sidewalks
around campus. What
gives?
-Jack Hammer
Dear Jack,
They are only doing it
by AD, so clearly just to
spiff things up for the

incoming new president.
-The VOICE
Dear VOICE,
Last weekend I went
to the Shad Fest in
Lambertville. I thought
“shad” meant hot girls,
but their weren’t any.
What the hell is a shad?
-Confused
Dear Confused,
A shad is a slippery sport
fish you have to reel in
carefully. The same is
true of the hotties you
seek. Just seek them
somewhere besides a
shad fest.
-The VOICE
________

NOTE: THIS FEATURE IS
FOR ENTERTAINMENT
PURPOSES ONLY. ANY
RESEMBLANCE TO
ACTUAL PROBLEMS IS
PURELY COINCIDENTAL.

Capricorn

Dec. 22 - Jan. 19
While everyone else is
slacking off at the first
signs of spring, you are
working hard to get
ahead. This will pay
off when you are at the
beach and they are all
busy catching up.

Taurus

Apr. 20 - May 20
Someone who has been
trying to undermine
you will be stopped this
month, possibly a snarky
family member or boss.
You don’t have to do a
thing, just sit back and
watch justice unfold.

Virgo

Aug. 23 - Sept. 22
Where was everyone
when you needed them?
Last month your call for
help went unanswered,
now people are falling
all over themselves to
offer lame advice. Time
to regroup. Try a trip or
change of scene.

Aquarius

Jan. 20 - Feb. 18
You thought you had
more free time than you
really do and so got over
extended. The best way
to reclaim your sanity is
to let everyone know you
have big changes in mind
for summer.

Gemini

May 21 - Jun. 20
For some reason you are
visited by animals this
month. This could be
good or bad; if a stray
seeks you out, provide
love. If pests get in your
house, don’t hesitate to
give them the boot.

Libra

Sept. 23 - Oct. 22
Romance is in store this
month; the person you
desire most will finally
give you the attention
you deserve. Now is your
chance, so don’t blow
it. Be yourself and good
things await.

DILBERT AND GET FUZZY

Pices

Feb. 19 - Mar. 20
What do the stars hold in
store for you this month,
gentle Pices? Good
news, a minor windfall
and contact from an old
friend will make this one
of your best months of
the year.

Cancer

Jun. 21 - Jul. 22
You deserve applause
for the way you have
handled a tricky situation
in the last month.
Unfortunately you’ll have
to keep putting those
skills to the test. More
challenges are in store.

Scorpio

Oct. 23 - Nov. 21
Although one chapter is
ending, unbeknownst to
you, the events you have
experienced lately are
setting you up for success
in the future. When
people give you praise, it
is not just flattery. Try to
believe it.

Aries

Mar. 21 - Apr. 19
Anxiety may have been
plaguing you these past
few months, particularly
trying to deal with
financial woes. Calmer
waters lie ahead. You will
still have to work, but not
quite so hard.

Leo

Jul. 23 - Aug. 22
A family member may
not be giving you room
to breathe this month. To
get out from under their
thumb you may need to
be sneaky about it. Don’t
lie but don’t get tied
down either.

Sagittarius

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21
There is no business like
show business and drama
is in store this month. If
things seem to be chaotic,
they will come together,
and whatever happens,
the show must go on! Be
sure to keep your wits
about you.

